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Name

Karlene Agard

What is your
membership
level?

Associate

I am on the steering board for the Institute of

How much time do
you anticipate
being able to spend
on SIG activities in
an average week?
1-2 hours. I'd

Risk Management's Risk Agenda for 2025. This

dedicate more when

Ironically, I feel that value management is not

will help stakeholders, risk leaders and managers

needed.

valued to the extent that it should be,

better align their expectations for risk

particularly in the UK. Given the current

management in the future - 2025. Engaging with

I began working as a Risk and Value Analyst in Network

economic pressures and organisations desires

membership and getting their views is a key part

Rail in 2013, where I became a Certified Value Analyst

to cut costs (often times without a real

of my role on the board.

with the Institute of Value Management and successfully

understanding of value and how it can inform

value management, I delivered a presentation at

undertook the Advanced Value Management training.

this decision making), it is crucial that value

the Institute of Risk Management (on 2nd June

During this time, I developed a passion for applying value

management is better understood and more

2017) on how risk professionals could use value

management to major projects and programmes, leading

widely applied.

management to enhance their work, focusing on

studies for Crossrail 2, Thameslink and the Wessex

events from the APM: they were instrumental in

how: • functional analysis system technique can

Improvement Programme.

shaping my understanding of benefits

be used to identify opportunities, • stakeholder

Management Impact' award at Network Rail, partly in

realisation management and change

analysis and management can inform risk

recognition of my pioneering approach to combining risk

management, which preceded my involvement

identification and management • lessons

and value management.

in value management and were complementary.

learned can become a dynamic and useful risk

I would like to be involved in raising the profile

management solution, rather than an archive of

of value management and the APM is an

materialised threats.

excellent forum to do so.

value management (alongside risk and project

Brief overview of your background and experience as
an Value Management professional (maximum 150
words):

I was awarded the 'Value

What motivated you to put yourself forward
for election to the Value Management SIG
committee? (maximum 150 words)

I have seen the quality of

What qualities and experience do you think
you'll bring to the Value Management SIG
committee? (maximum 150 words)

As an advocate of

I have also promoted

management) to secondary school students at a
number of career fairs.

Steve Parker

Jeremy
Warhurst

Full

Chair of the Institute of Value management. Qualified

Desire to extend and update the discipline,

Professional in Value Management (PVM). Certified MoV

making it relevant for today's clients and

Practitioner. Led over 50 VM workshops. Designed,

professionals. Desire to influence government

launched and managed VM corporate programmes for 3

and professions about the benefits of elevating

organisations. Regular conference speaker on VM.

VM in their agendas.

Value SiG Volunteer for 4 years. MSc Strategic Project
Associate

Management lecturer

culminating in greater Values+Value Mgt

Student

1 hour
Equally academic and practice based approach

insight for APM members
I am a fully trained facilitator as welll as having a
wealth of experience with all aspects of PM. I

motivated to share my experiences with fellow APM

something back as a volunteer.

believe I can continue to learn and give

members.

Full

disciplines e.g. benefits and lean six sigma.

To formalise my activities with the sig and give

Manager over the 10 years and I am now currently
Adam Roberts

practitioner. Ability to blend VM with other

have been part of the VM Sig for over 8 years and I am

I have worked at London Underground as a Project
working in the Middle East. Throughout my career I have
always been called on to complete Value Management
studies. I have attained the practitioner certification in

4-5 Hours

practice. Experience as a seasoned VM

To continue the development of the SiG,

With 29 Years of PM experience in multiple industries. I
Annmarie
Sanderson

Knowledge of the evolution of VM thinking and

Half a day.

something back to the APM.
I have been on the committee over the past 4

I have completed numerous Value Management

years and although I am no longer in the UK I

studies, I am certificated in Value Management

would like to remain involved in the committee,

and I am continually looking at new and better

remotely.

ways of implementing a Value driven solution

It would depend on
the requirement and
need for my input
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Value Management and I am currently working on a PhD
which is focussed around Value Management.

I've been actively
freeing my time up

John Heathcote

Full

I've facilitated VM workshops, enjoyed the benefits of

I'd like to continue with the work we have

them as a practicing PM. And now include the principles

planned and promote to the profession and

and a value perspective in my MSc teaching. I am actively

members in particular what I believe is a critical

researching in this area.

perspective on managing projects.

recently and expect
I've been chair to then SiG and contributed to

to be able to give up

outputs in several areas while wearing my PM

a half day a week.

hat.

This will mean some
weekends and
overnights and day
events on occasion.

Project planner with 10 years experience working on Rail,
Water, Construction and oil and gas projects. Being a
Shaun Mangan

Full

Writing blogs for the APM SIG to challenge

4 hours a week,

people’s views as well as my fellow committee

reviewing topics,

members on value related topics. My cradle to

creating blogs and

planner i like to add value by looking at the future/

i've been part of this committee for over 4 years

grave experience from planning projects gives

posts to further

lifecycle of the project to anticipate potential issues and

now and enjoy taking part in debating and

me unique insights at every level from concept,

peoples

look at opportunities to enhance a project. Being a

looking at bringing value in a variety of ways.

design and construction to look at previous

understanding of

planner puts me a position to see opportunities that

mistakes, and potential opportunities for current

value management.

others may miss.

and future projects in terms of maximising
value.

Whilst working earlier in my career I have been involved
with Value Management on Highway scheme. Having
David Golding

Full

done scheme concepts back in 2007 for Area 12. After
this time I have been an active member of the VM Sig,
attending Forums and Volunteering for the APM.

Peter Langley

Full

I've been an active member of the Value
Management Sig for around 10 years now and
have been an APM member for more than 5
years.

I believe I have an all round knowledge base of

1-2 hours per week.

Project Management. And Value Management
is one of my key areas. The last forum aided
other sigs to get an insight into what Value
Management can bring to their Sigs.

Led a VM facilitation team in a water company for 5 years

This is a continuation of an existing VM

Mostly retired now

and routinely acted as an independent challenger on

committee membership. I am still passionate

Years of experience as a practitioner and a

many projects and programmes. Taught VM at Leeds

that Value is the real requirement of projects

teacher of VM.

Beckett University and Bolton Community College.

rather than outputs or benefits.

so few limits.
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